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The Sobolev imbedding theorem and certain interpolation inequalities for 
Sobolev spaces are established for a wider class of domains than has been 
covered by earlier proofs. This class is defined by a weakened, measure theoretic 
version of the cone condition. The proofs are elementary. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many of the most common and useful properties of Sobolev spaces defined 
over a domain (open set) in Euclidean space require that the domain has a 
minimal degree of regularity. To this end, the domain is often assumed to 
satisfy a “cone condition.” For example, various imbeddings of Sobolev spaces 
into Lebesgue spaces or spaces of bounded continuous functions (the Sobolev 
imbedding theorem), and various interpolation inequalities such as those 
estimating D-norms of intermediate-order derivatives of functions in terms 
of such norms of higher- and lower-order derivatives (the Ehrling-Nirenberg- 
Gagliardo theorem), are commonly proved under the assumption that the domain 
satisfies a cone condition. 
Several versions of the cone condition have been used, but the most common 
(and weakest) is as follows: The domain 52 C [w” is said to satisfy the cone condition 
if each point x E Q is the vertex of a finite, right-spherical cone C, contained 
in D and congruent to a fixed such cone C. (C, is the union of all points on 
line segments from x to points of a ball not containing x.) 
Many proofs based on the cone condition depend heavily on geometric 
consequences of the condition-for example the consequence that !2 is a finite 
union of subdomains each of which is a union of parallel translates of a 
parallelepiped. It has been noticed, however, (see Edmunds and Evans [4]), 
that in certain arguments of a potential theoretic nature an obviously weaker 
measure theoretic version of the cone condition suffices. 
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Given x in Q, let R(x) consist of all points y in Sz such that the line segment 
joining x to y lies entirely in Sz; thus R(x) is a union of rays and line segments 
emanating from .2^. Let 
r(x) = {y E R(x): 1 y - s j < I}, 
and let p,(Q)) denote the Lebesgue measure of r(x). We say that Q satisfies 
the fear colte condition if there exists a number 6 > 0 such that 
for all x E Q. 
Clearly, the cone condition implies the weak cone condition, and there are 
many domains satisfying the latter but not the former. 
It is our purpose in this somewhat expository paper to show that the weak 
cone condition implies most of the standard imbedding and interpolation 
properties of ordinary Sobolev spaces. Furthermore, the proofs are easy. 
Previous proofs of these results have been based on the cone condition or on 
other even stronger regularity assumptions. Having in mind applications to 
nonlinear differential equations, some authors have used the theory of fractional- 
order Sobolev spaces (which requires quite regular domains) to justify certain 
interpolation inequalities for integral-order spaces. We obtain these inequalities 
by direct, elementary means for domains satisfying the weak cone condition. 
We base some, but not all, of our results on potential theoretic arguments. 
It is seen that other methods can also be used effectively with the weak cone 
condition. All of our results are stated in Section 2 and the proofs given in 
subsequent sections. 
2. SOBOLEV SPACES, IMBEDDINGS, AND INTERPOLATION INEQUALITIES 
Let Sz be a domain in KY. We denote the norm inL?(SZ) by 11 . jlP,o, omitting 
the domain from the symbol whenever confusion is unlikely to occur: 
For integral m >, 1 and real p > 1 the Sobolev space IV*S(Q) consists of 
(equivalence classes of) functions u ED(Q) whose distributional derivatives 
DQ of orders / OL I < m also belong toD(Q). (Here a! = (0~~ ,..., a,,) is a multi- 
index of nonnegative integers: 1 01 j = 01~ + ... + 01, ; Do = (i3/&# ... (i?/&c,~.) 
IV*‘~p(Q) is a Banach space with norm 
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The intersection with Wm*p(s2) of the space C=(Q) of functions infinitely 
differentiable on Q is dense in IV’J’(LJ). (See Meyers and Serrin [7] or Adams 
[l, P. 521.1 
For integral J’ 3 0 we denote by CjB(L2) the Banach space of functions u 
which possess on !2 bounded, continuous partial derivatives Dau for 0 < 
/ 01 j < i. The norm on CjS(L?) is 
We are concerned with imbeddings (continuous injections) of I@“(Q) 
into the spaces CjL3(Q), Lg(Q), and LQ(Q n H) where H is a k-dimensional 
plane in UP. We write IP*+)) --f X to denote the imbedding of lP”*~(Q) 
into the Banach space X and take this imbedding to be equivalent to the existence 
of a finite constant K such that for every u E P(Q) n Wm*p(Q), 
K is called the imbedding constant. This interpretation is justified since every 
element of IPJ’(Q) is a norm limit in that space of a sequence of Cm functions 
which is, by virtue of (l), a Cauchy sequence in X and therefore convergent. 
The interpretation also obviates the difficulty which arises since elements 
of IP*“(sZ) are really equivalence classes of functions equal a.e. on 9, and 
cannot, strictly speaking, be said to belong to Ci.B(sZ), or to Lq(SZ n H), if 
dimH=k<n. 
Our first goal is to establish the following version of the well-known Sobolev 
imbedding theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let Q be a domain in BP satisfying the weak cone condition. 
Let H be a k-dimensional plane in BP with 1 < k < n. (If k = n then H = FP.) 
Case I. If either mp > n or m = n and p = 1 then 
Wm+j*p(Q) --f CjB(s2) for i > 0. 
hIoreover, 
w-(Q) + Lq(Q n H) for p<q<a. 
Case II. If mp = n then 
w+ysz) + Lg(Q n H) for p<q<cQ, 
and in particular 
w*yq - LQ(Q) for p<q<a. 
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Case III. If mp < n and either n - mp < k < n, or p = 1 and n - m < 
k < n, then 
Wm+2) -+ L$Q n H) for p < q < p* = kp/(n - mp). 
In particular, 
W’7’(Q) - L’l(Q) for p < q < p* = np/(fz - mp). 
The imbedding constants for all of the above imbeddings depend only on 
m, n, p, q, j, k, and the constant S of the weak cone condition. 
Remarks 1. Many results of a related nature require the Sobolev imbedding 
theorem in their proofs, and rely on the cone condition only for this application. 
Therefore they remain valid under the weak cone condition. Examples (see 
Adams [l]) are 
(a) the Rellich-Kondrachov theorem asserting the compactness of 
certain imbeddings of IV~~*~(Q) if Q is bounded; 
(b) the closure of WmJ’(.Q) under pointwise multiplication of its elements, 
provided mp > n; 
(c) the analog of the Sobolev imbedding theorem for Orlicz-Sobolev 
spaces. (See Donaldson and Trudinger [3], or Adams [l, 21.) 
Certain other results related to the imbedding theorem are proved by variations 
of the arguments used in the proof of Theorem 1, and the weak cone condition 
is sufficient for some of these. For example, if mp = n, there exists a sharp 
imbedding, 
W”‘q2) 3 LA(Q), 
where L,(B) is an Orlicz space with defining N-function A(t) equivalent near 
infinity to et”“n-m’ - 1. (See [l , 121, or [4].) 
2. It is clearly sufficient to prove Case I with j = 0. Case I is local in 
nature in that it supplies pointwise bounds for functions in terms of their 
kPs”-norms. It is proved directly for general m by potential arguments. In 
contrast we note that, if k = II, the proofs of Cases II and III can be reduced 
to consideration of the special case m = p = 1. (See Section 5.) 
3. Certain refinements of Case I involving imbeddings of W’“+2) 
into spaces of uniformly continuous and Holder continuous functions (see, 
for example, Adams [I]), require even more regularity of Q than is afforded 
by the cone condition, and so cannot be proved using only the weak cone 
condition. However, some very useful refinements of the imbedding inequalities 
for all three cases can be derived using only the weak cone condition; these 
are given in Theorems 3 and 4 below. 
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4. A domain Q C IT@ is said to have the total extension property if there 
exists a linear operator E mapping C=(Q) into P(UP), and for each m and p a 
finite constant K = K(m, p, Q), such that, for all u E Cm(Q) r\ PVwl*r(Q), we have 
(ii) Eu(x) = u(x) if sEQ. 
Many imbeddings of Waft may be obtained relatively easily if D = R”; 
these must then also hold for any domain Sz having the total extension property. 
This condition is, however, more restrictive than the cone condition, because 
it requires the domain to lie on one side of its boundary. It is nevertheless 
interesting to note that the weakest condition on J2 known to imply that Q 
has the total extension property (see Stein [II, p. 189]), is also the weakest 
condition known to yield Holder-continuity estimates for functions in IP*“(Q) 
with mp > n. (The condition is sometimes called the strong local Lipschitz 
condition.) 
Our second goal in this paper is to prove three interpolation theorems under 
the weak cone condition. The first, Theorem 2, is a well-known result often 
associated with the names of Ehrling [5] and Nirenberg [8], and proved for 
domains satisfying the cone condition by Gagliardo [6]. The remaining two, 
Theorems 3 and 4, provide very sharp Lq estimates for functions in W”‘*+r). 
Some of these estimates can be obtained for regular domains via generalizations 
of the Sobolev imbedding theorem to Sobolev spaces of fractional order. We, 
however, obtain these estimates by elementary means without any reference 
to fractional-order spaces. 
For integral j > 0 we define the seminorm I u Jj,P by 
THEOREM 2. Let Q be a domain in [w’” satisfying the weak cone condition. 
For each co > 0, there exist constants K = K(m, p, n, co ,6) and K’ = 
K’(tn, p, n, E” , 6) such that if0 < E < q,andO < j< m - 1 anduE W”‘sp(Q), 
then 
/ u jj,l, :< K{E j u lm,9 + •-j'(~"-") iI u /ID}, 
;/ u l/j,v .< K’{E j! u llm,?, + •pj~(‘=j) j/ u [ID}, 
/I u /lj,3, ,( 2K’(m, p, n, 1, 6) II u ll:‘J /I u lI$-j)‘“. 
Remark. The second inequality follows from repeated applications of the 
irst, and the third by setting co = 1 and choosing E in the second so that the 
wo terms on the right side are equal. Therefore, only the first inequality 
equires proof. 
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THEOREM 3. Let 62 be a domain in Rn satisfying the weak cone condition. 
If mp > n, let p < q < 00; if mp = n, let p < q < co; if mp < n, let 
p < q < p* = np/(n - mp). Then there exists a constant K = K(m, n, p, q, 6) 
such that, for all u E W”‘*p(Q), 
where 0 = (n/mp) - (n/mq). 
A special case of Theorem 3 asserts that, if nzp > n, then 
A similar inequality with jj u /ID replaced by a more general Ii u (IQ is sometimes 
useful, and is given in Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 4. Let Q be a domain in Rn satisfying the weak cone condition. 
Let q 3 I, and p > 1. Suppose that mp - p < n < mp. Then there exists a 
constant K = K(m, n, p, q, 6) such that, for every u E Wa’*P(Q), 
where 0 = np/[np + (mp - n)q]. 
Case I of Theorem I is proved in Section 3 below. Cases II and III, for 
p > 1, are treated in Section 4 by potential theoretic arguments similar to 
those in Stein’s book [ll]. The potential method is very simple, and, modulo 
required applications of the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem, elementary; 
but it gives incomplete results if p = 1. In Section 5 Cases II and III are 
established for p = 1 by a combinatorial-averaging argument having its roots 
in the combinatorial method used by Gagliardo in [6]. (Certain cases with 
k < n, p = 1 are not dealt with directly by the alternative method, but con- 
verted to situations where p > 1, and the results of Section 4 applied.) It is 
also shown that the cases when k = n and p > 1 can always be reduced to 
the casep = 1. 
The interpolation Theorems 2, 3, and 4 are proved in Section 6. 
3. LOCAL ESTIMATES 
We begin by preparing two lemmas for immediate and future use. Let ) 
denote Lebesgue surface measure on the unit sphere Z = (O E UP: u ’ = I} 
LEMMA 1. Let the domain Q C Rn satisfy the weak cone condition. Ther 
there exist positive constants 7 < 1, A, and B depending on n and 8, and for eacl 
x E Q a subset Ps,, C 2, such that X(P,,,) = -4 and x -1 ta E 52 if CT E P,,,l,, ant 
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0 < t < 7. In parttilar, for each x E Q and each t satisfying 0 < t < 7, 
the ‘generalized cone” C,,, = (y = x + ta E W: u E P,,, , 0 < t < 4) satisfies 
G,, C Q and t-4G.J = BP. 
Proof. Let 77 be the radius of the ball of volume S/2 in IX’“, and let B,,(x) 
denote the ball of radius 7 centered at x. Then for each x E !Z we have pJr(x) N 
B,,(x)) > 612. The radial projection of I’(x) N B,(x) onto the sphere x + 2 
has surface measure not less than nS/2 = A, and the result follows at once. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let the domain .Q C W satisfy the weak cone condition. There 
exists a constant Kl = Kl(n, m, 6) such that for every u E F(Q), every x E Q, 
and every [ satisfying 0 < 6 < 7, 
where CzS, is the generalized cone of Lemma 1. 
Proof. For y E C,,, we apply Taylor’s formula 
m-1 
f(l) = C +(j)(O) + (m L 1), 
j=o . 
j-' (I - t)‘=lf’““‘(t) dt 
. 0 
to the functionf(t) = u(tx + (1 - t)y) and, noting that 
f (j’(t) = 1 5 D%(tx + (1 - t)y)(x - y)a, 
[al=j . 
where or! = cxI! 4.. 01 t and (x - y)a = (x1 - yl)oin e-0 (x, - yil)dn, we obtain 2’ 
+ c f 1 x -y im 1’ (1 - t)‘=l 1 D%(tx + (1 - t)y)l dt. 
[al=nt OL. 0 
[ntegration of y over C,., leads to 
t , ; 
a, m 
z f, 5 I x - Y In2 dY s,’ (1 - V-’ I D”u(tx + (1 - t)Y)l dt. 
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We interchange the order of the double integral and substitute z = : tx + 
(1 - t)y to obtain, for that integral, 
n J&E 
1 Dau(z)l 1 x - z Inr-n dz. 
Inequality (2) is now immediate. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1, Case I. We must show that (assuming j = 0) 
I u(x)1 < K/l u iL (3) 
holds for all u E P(Q) n lP’+2) and all x E Sz. If p = 1 and m = n, (3) 
follows immediately from (2) with E = 7. If p > 1 and mp > n we apply 
Holder’s inequality to (2) (with ZJ = 7) to obtain 
which gives (3) since C,,, C Q and the last integral is finite. 1 
4. Lg IMBEDDINGS BY POTENTIAL ARGUMENTS 
Except in Lemma 3 we assume throughout this section that p > 1, and we 
denote p’ = p/(p - 1). Let lg, denote the characteristic function of the ball 
B,. = B,.(O) having center 0 and radius Y in lP. Let B, = B, l,, = lB , 
W&X) = I x lm--n, and leVwm@) = Is,(x) W,(X). Clearly I,(X) < lBwn,(x) < 
W,(X) for all x E EP if m < 72. 
The operator of convolution with w, is called a “fractional” integral of 
order tn. Such operators have been studied by many authors; indeed, Sobolev 
[9] based his proof of the imbedding theorem for Q = 5P and k = n on proper- 
ties of these operators. The following two lemmas are known; we give proofs 
here because, when Iz < n, our proofs are simpler than those given elsewhere. 
The arguments are adaptations of those given in the books by Sobolev [ 10. 
p. 431, and Stein [II, p. 1191. 
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LEMMA 3. Let p 3 1, nap < n, and n - mp < k < n. Then there exists 
a constant K, = K&m, p, n, k) such that for every I > 0, for every k-plane H 
iu W, and for every v ELP(W), th e convolution lBrwIli * 1 v ! has a trace on H 
belonging to L”(H), and 
In particular 
,I 1s * I 7,’ I ~L,H G ii lw,, * I v I LH < rC, I!c iIp,p . 
Proof. By Holder’s inequality (if p > 1) 
1 BTWn * 1 v 1 k) 
=.I B (r) I v(r)1 I x - Y I+ I x - Y 10+nz-n dy 1 
l/P' 
< I v(r)l” I x - Y IP dy IX-Y1 WtnL-n)P’ dy 
= K,(m, p, n, ,!?) re+nl-(wl~) 1 jB (~) I v(Y)I” I x - Y lPp dy/“’ 
r 
provided #3 + m - (n/p) > 0. If p = 1 the same estimate holds provided 
/3 + m - n > 0 without the use of Holder’s inequality. If dx’ denotes the 
Lebesgue volume element in H, then 
I s dx’ B (sc) I V(Y>l” I H I x -Y I+’ G I,. I v(r>l” dy s,,, (v) I x - Y IF’ dx’ r 
< K(P, k B) yk-Op I! v II&n > 
provided k > /Q. Since n - mp < k we can choose /3 = /3(m, p, n, k) so that 
k > ,8p and /3 + m - (n/p) > 0. Hence 
s H 
1 l,w, * 1 v 1 (x)1” dx’ < K3~K4~“a--nck I/ v I]&% 
as required. 1 
In the following lemma the notion of weak type operator and the 
Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem are required. (See, for example, Stein 
‘11, Appendix B].) 
A linear operator I taking functions defined (a.e.) on lFP into functions defined 
:a.e.) on Rk is said to be of weak type (p, q), (1 < p, CJ < co) if there exists 
3 constant K such that for each h > 0 and each v ELM 
Pk(@ E RY : I Wx)l > 9 G W/~) II v Ila,@JQ (if 4 < co) 
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or 
II Iv IlmJ$ < K !I v Ilp,p (if q = co). 
Evidently any bounded linear operator from Lp(W) to D(W) is of weak type 
(P, q). The Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem asserts that, if I is simul- 
taneously of weak types (Pi , ql) with constant Ki and (Ps , q2) with constant 
K, , if p, < q1 and p, < q2 , and if 
1 l--8 0 -=- +--, -LI&B 
1 
P Pl PZ Q 41 q2 
for some 19, 0 < 0 < 1, then there exists a constant K = K(p, , p, , ql , q2 , 0, 
Kr , K,) such that for all et EL”(W) we have lv EL’Q?) and 
LEMMA 4. Let 1 < p, mp < n, n - mP < k < n and p* = kp/(n - mp). 
Then there exists a constant K5 = &(m, p, n, k) such that for every k-plane H 
in W, and every v E Lp(W), the convolution w,,, * 1 v j has a trace on H belonging 
to Lp*(H) and 
11 1~ * 1 fl 1 \\B*.H < Ii 1~s * / v 1 I~*.H < iI % * 1 2: / IiP*.H < & I/ u lip Rn . (5) 
Proof. Since mp < n we have for each x E Rn, by Holder’s inequality, that 
s 1 v(y)\ j x - y jm--n dy < &(m, p, n) rnl-(n’P) (1 zi Ilp,R*. 
P”-B&O 
Let h > 0 and choose r so that Ksrm--(nlp) j/ v IjD,.p” = h/2. Then 
14x E H : urn * 1 21 1 (x) > A)) -< CL& E H : 1B,% * 1 CJ / (X) > x/2>) 
where we have used (4) to obtain the last inequality. Hence the mapping 
v -+ (mm * 1 v 1) IH is of weak type (p,p*). For fixed n, m, and k, the values 
of p satisfying the conditions of the lemma constitute an open interval. Since 
p* > p and since l/p* is an affine function of l/p the Marcinkiewicz theorem 
yields Ks = &(m, p, n, k) such that the final inequality of (5) holds. The 
other inequalities are trivial. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1, Case III, for p > 1. Wehavemp < n,n - mp < k < n 
and p * = kp/(n - mp). Let u E Cm(Q) and extend u and all derivatives PI 
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to all of [w” to vanish identically outside of Q. (Thus D-norms of these functions 
taken over I@” are identical to the same norms taken over Q.) Taking t = 7 
in Lemma 2 and replacing C,,, on the right side of (2) with the larger set B, 
and Kl with Kg+’ we obtain 
Let K, := K,(m, n) be the number of multi-indices OL of order , oc 1 < m. 
If p < 9 < p* we set I/q = (O/p) + (1 - Q/p* and obtain by Holder’s 
inequality and Lemmas 3 and 4 
as required. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1, Case II, for p > 1. We have p > 1, mp = n, and 
p < q < cc. We may select numbers p, , p, , and B so that 1 < p1 < p < p2 , 
n-mp,<k,O<@<l,and 
1 l-t? 0 1 l-9 -=----1_-, -=-* 
P Pl Pz 4 Pl 
As in the proof of Case III the maps v ---f (1, * ~ n 1) ,H and z, - (law,, + / z, 1) iH 
are bounded from LPI@“) to LPQP) and so of weak type (p, , pi) with the 
constant depending only on n, m, p, , and K. As in the proof of Case I these 
same maps are bounded fromP2(Rn) toLm(Rk) and so are of weak type (p,, , co), 
again with constant depending on n, m, p, , and k. By the Marcinkiewicz 
theorem there exists K, = K8(m, p, n, q, k) such that 
and the desired result follows on application of these estimates to the various 
terms of (6). 1 
Remark. For k = n this case can also be proved by direct application 
of Young’s inequality for convolutions to the terms of (6). 
5. Lq IMBEDDINGS BY AVERAGING 
The averaging method of this section is based on the following combinatorial 
lemma which generalizes a result of Gagliardo [6]. 
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LEMMA 5. Let Q be a domain in W, where n 3 2, and let oI , u2 ,..., CJ, 
be linearly independent unit vectors in R n. For each j, 1 < j* < n, let slj be the 
orthogonal projection of Q onto an (n - 1)-dimensional plane Hi normal to aj , 
and let ui be a function on [w” with the properties 
(9 uj is invariant under translation along crj ; i.e., 
uj(x -t tuj) =: uj(x) for all t E R. 
(ii) uj Inj E L’“-l(Qj). 
Then u = ny=, uj E Ll(.Q) and 
ii u iil,o < (det u)-ll(+l) fi 1~ U? j!,+r,o, 
j=l 
(7) 
where CT is the matrix of components of a1 ,.,., uI, . 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume Q = W”. (Redefining 
each uj to be identially zero outside the cylinder with cross section sZj parallel 
to u reduces the general case to this one.) If oi = ei, the unit vector along 
the jth coordinate axis (1 < j < n) then uj is independent of x, and (7) becomes 
in this case 
where dij = dx, ... dxjpl dxj+l ... dx,,, . This special case can be proved by 
induction on n from the trivial case n = 2 by using Hiilder’s inequality. (The 
details can be found in Adams [I, p. 1011 and in Gagliardo [6].) 
For arbitrary oj we note that oej = ui (1 < j < n) where u is the matrix 
with columns u1 , . . . , uTL . Let x = uy and set vi(y) = ~~(9) = uj(X). Then 
for each j we have vj(y + tej) = U~(X + tu,) = Us = vi(y) so that oj is 
independent of yj . Hence by (8) 
f 1 u(x)] dx := I det u I j fi j vj(y)] dy 
* IWn W" j=l 
< 1 det u 1 fi /Jn.-, I uj(y)ln-l d.j)l’(n-l’. (9) 
j=l 
If ds, denotes the Lebesgue volume element in the (n - I)-plane Pj spanned 
bY Ul ,...I a,-1 , uj+1 ,..‘, url and 6, is the (n - 1)-volume of the parallelepiped 
Qi spanned by those vectors then 
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Since translation parallel to ui does not affect the value of uj we have, further, 
that 
1 
(11) 
where cj is the (n - I)-volume of the projection of the parallelepiped Qj onto 
Hj . But ajcj = / det u j (the volume of the parallelepiped spanned by or ,..., un), 
and, by combining (9), (IO), and (11) we obtain (7). i 
The following two lemmas show that the proofs of Cases II and III of 
Theorem 1 for k = n can always be reduced to consideration of the special 
case m = p = 1. 
LEMMA 6. Let Q be a domain in ET!‘“. If Wl~(a) -+ Lq(Q) whenever either 
r < n and Y < q < nr/(n - r), or Y = n and Y < q < CO, then W”‘*“(Q) -+ 
La(Q) whenever either mp < n and p < q < np/(n - mp) or mp = n and 
p<q<oo. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on m. Assume the assertion holds for 
m - 1 and let u E Wm~p(f2) where mp < n. Then u and au/ax, (I < i < n), 
belong to W+‘*“(Q) and so, by assumption, u E wl~(G) where p < P < 
np/(n - mp + p). Since mp < n, we have that r < n, and w1~‘(&‘) ---t Lp(Q), 
where p < r < q < nr/(n - I) = np/(n - mp) if r < n (i.e., if mp < n), or 
where p < Y < q < CO if r = n (i.e., if mp = n). Hence lP*n(9) -P Lg(Q) 
and the induction is complete. 1 
LEMMA 7. Let Q be a domain in R”. If WlJ(l2) --j L*(Q) for 1 < r < 
n/(n - 1) then W1+2) -+ L*(Q) whenever p < n and p < q < np/(n - p) or 
p=nandp<q<co. 
Proof. Fix q in the specified range and let h = 1 + (p - I )q/p ; then 
p ,( h < p(n - l)/(n - p) if p < n, and p < h < co if p = n. Let 
u E WV1*p(Q) n Cw(J2) and suppose, for the moment, that I/ u jln < co. Let 
v(x) = 1 u(x)/“. Since 8 j u(x)P/&~ = h j u(x)]“-’ sgn u(x)(~u/~x~) we have, by 
Holder’s inequality, that 
Vow 1 < q/h < n/(n - 1); therefore v ED/~(~) and 
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It follows by cancellation that 
I! u I!p < K II u l/l,,, 
For positive integral k let fk E Cg(lR) satisfy 
0) f&l = t for I t I f k 
(4 fJG’(t) < 1 for all t, 
(iii) fk’(t) = 0 for !t~ >k+l. 
If u E Wl~‘(sZ) n P(Q) is real-valued thenf, o u satisfies j/fk o u l(l,p < /j u Ijill 
and also fi; 0 u E C=(Q) n D(Q). Thus (12) holds for fk 0 u and hence also 
for u by monotone convergence. Extension to complex-valued u follows from 
separate applications to the real and imaginary parts, and the proof is complete. a 
Proof of Theorem 1, Cases II and III, for k = n. By virtue of Lemmas 6 
and 7 we may assume m =T p = 1, and in view of Case I, that n > 1. Accordingly, 
letp* = n/(rz - 1). 
Let the sets 2 and P,,, , the measure h, and the constants A and 77 be as 
specified in Lemma 1. For x E Q and o E Z let pr,V = min(1, inf{t > 0: 
x + tu q! Szl). By Lemma 1, we have that pz,O > 7 for (T E P,,, , and also that 
W’,,,) = A. 
Let u E P(Q) and fix x E Q and 0 E Z. Observe that, if f G Ci([O, p)), then 
If(O)I c= ; .c’ (I./-WI + f’Wl) dt. 
Applying this observation withf(t) = u(x + ta) we see that 
/u(x)1 < $-jt (I u ) f I grad u I) ds, 
’ 5.” 
(13) 
where Yz,, denotes the intersection of Sz with the line through x parallel to 0, 
and ds is the length element on that line. 
Let h’” denote the product measure on P. Since the determinant map 
det: Z” - IR satisfies P(det-l(O)) = 0, there exists an integer iV = N(n, A) 
such that 
h”(det-l[ - l/N, 1 /N]) < An/2. 
LetT=(o=(~r,...,a,)~Pideta~ >l/N},andforeachx~52letS(.z)= 
h~T:p,., , > r) for 1 < j < n>. Then 
X”(S(x)) > fi X(P,,,) - $ 25 4p. 
j=l 
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For each o E 2, let 
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u,(x) = [l (I u 1 + I grad u I) dS(llo-l). 
2,o 
Clearly U,(X $ ta) = u,(x) for all t E R. Moreover, if HO is a hyperplane 
perpendicular to a, if ds, denotes the (n - 1)-volume element in H, , and if 
J2, is the projection of Q onto H, , then we have 
s I dW1 dso < Ii * Ilu.~ . R, 
For x E Q and u = (a, ,..., u,) E S(x) we have by (13) that 
/ u(x)] 
We integrate u over S(x) C T to obtain 
where K1 = K1(n, S) = ~+‘/(n-l). Hence 
I 4x)l nl(n-1) < 2K1 ‘A* 
Setting K2 = 2KI/An and applying Lemma 5, we have 
s I 44l R n’(n-l) dx < K, s, da 1, fi u,,~(x) dx 
< K, 
I 
/ det u /- 
T 
l’(n-l) da i [j-Oj I ~c&)l’+-l dsaj/l”n-l’ 
< KJV1’(n-l)hn(Zn) I/ u ll;$~l), 
whence II 14 Iln~(n-l) G K II u /l1,1 . 
If 1 < p < n/(n - 1) then l/q = 6 + (1 - B)(n - 1)/n and, by Holder’s 
inequality, 11 u lip < I/ u 11; 1j.u #&-r, < KITe I/ u //1,1 . This completes the proof. 1 
Completion of the Proof of Theorem 1. There remain to be proved two special 
cases of Theorem 1, both falling under Case III with p = 1 and k < n. These 
are 
(A) p=l,n>m>,2,n-m<k<n,p*=k/(n-mm), 
(B) p = 1, n > m, n - m = k < n, p* = 1. 
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We deal with situation (A) first. We know that PPJ(Q) + W+rJ(Q) where 
r = n/(n - 1) > 1. Since k 3 n - m + 1, we have n - (111 - 1)~ < k, and 
so, by the proof given in Section 4, 
W”‘-‘J(Q) - D’(Q n H), for p* = kr/(n - my f y) = k/(n - m). 
Thus kPJ(Q) -P*(Q n H). By Lemmas 2 and 3, WmJ(Q) +Lr(Q n H) 
as well. (The imbedding constants for both of these imbeddings depend only 
on m, n, k, and 6.) Finally, an application of Holder’s inequality shows that 
W”‘J(Q) --f Ly2 n H) if l<q<p*. 
To treat situation (B) we use an averaging argument similar to that used 
in the proof of the case k = n above, but without the combinatorial complica- 
tions present in that proof. Let 0’(n) denote the orthogonal group in UP‘ (the 
11 x n orthogonal matrices) and let p denote the Haar measure on t(n), 
normalized so that p(G(n)) = 1. F or each (T E o(n) let a? be the jth column 
of u (crej = ci, 1 < j < n). 
We assume, with no loss of generality, that the k-plane H is the plane 
x1 = x2 x ... z x7, = 0 and write, whenever convenient, x = (x’, x”) where 
x’ = (x1 ,..., x,), xn = (x,,+l ,..., x,). For each x = (0, x”) E H and each 
0 E U(n) let ,!?(a, x) be the m-plane through x spanned by (or ,..., ‘T,, . Let P,,, 
be the subset of the (n - I)-sphere Z described in Lemma 1. Thus for certain 
positive constants A and ‘I, depending only on n and the parameter 8 of the 
weak cone condition, h(P,,,) = A for all x E Q. Let v denote (m - I)-dimen- 
sional Lebesgue measure on the (m - I)-sphere. The following lemma holds. 
LEMMA 8. There exist positive constants K3 , K4 , and K5 (depending on n, 
8, and k), and for each x E .Q n H there exists a subset A, of U(n) such that 
(ii) j det(ar , (TV ,..., u, , e,,,, ,..., e,)l > K4 for all u E A, , 
(iii) 4pz,, n -W, 4) 2 4 for a~ A,. 
Assume, for the moment, that Lemma 8 is true. (We prove it shortly.) Let 
x E Q n H, let o E A, , and let C,,, be the generalized cone of Lemma 1. 
Condition (iii) guarantees that C,,, n E(a, x) is itself a generalized cone 
(m-dimensional) with the same value of 7 and with m-volume bounded away 
from zero by a constant depending only on n, 6, k. By (2) (in Lemma 2) applied 
in the m-plane E(u, x), we have for all x E Sz, and all (T E A, 
Integrating u over A, , and 
in E(u, x), we obtain 
I u(x)1 < 2 
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denoting by dS, the Lebesgue volume element 
where K7 = KG/K3 , and I” = {u E 0(n): inequality (ii) holds}. Hence 
< K, I 
444 
Y det(u, ,..., u,, e,+l ,..., e,) j 1 I Wx)l da+ CJ ,m,G,n 
which is the desired imbedding inequality. 1 
Proof ofLemma 8. Let Z,,, denote the (m - I)-sphere in W”. For x E Q 17 H 
we have 
== (4&>/W)) Wz,,) = 4G(GJ by). 
(Note that the integrand in the last integral above is actually independent of s.) 
Let B, = {u E o(n): Y(P~,~ n E(a, x)) > KS) where K5 = 2K,v(ZJ. Then 
G $L) CL(&) + W4GJ P(W) 
so that p(BJ > 2K,. 
Since ~({u E 0(n): det(o, ,..., u, , emtl ,..., e,) = 0)) = 0 there exists a con- 
stant K4 = K4(n, K) such that 
P({U E o(n): I det(u, , . . . . a, , em,, ,..., 4 < K4)) < K, . 
Hence we may set A, = {u E B,: 1 det(u, ,..., CJ,,~ , e,,{+i ,..., e,,)i > K4}, and 
obtain the three properties asserted in the lemma. i 
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6. PROOFS OF THE INTERPOLATION THEOREMS 
Proof of Theorem 2. We wish to establish the inequality 
i u lj,v < K{c 1 24 17,1,D -1 c-j:(+j) 11 u II,) (14) 
for every E in the interval (0, Q] and all j < m - I. Without loss of generality 
we may assume l a = 1 (otherwise replace E by C/Q and suitably adjust K). 
We may also restrict our attention to the special case j = 1, m = 2, that is 
I u ~I,~ < KG I u i2,p + E-l Ii 24 Ii,> (1% 
for if (15) holds for all E, 0 < E < 1, and all u E W2**(Q) then (14) follows 
for all such E, and all u E W”‘*P(Q) (with a new constant K) by a double induction 
argument on j and m. (First perform an induction on m with j = m - 1 and 
then a downward induction on j for fixed m. The details may be found in Adams 
[I, p. 731.) 
We begin by obtaining a one-dimensional inequality. Let f~ C2([0, l]), 
let 0 < x < & , and let Q < y < 1; then there exists z E (x, y) such that 
Thus, 
I f’(W = If’@) - JoZf”(f) dt ( 
< 3 I fWl + 3 lf(Y>l + 6 IfW dt. 
We integrate x over (0, +) and y over ($ , 1) to obtain 
+ If’(o)1 G J1” If@>1 dx + j2,, If(y)1 dy + + L1 If”(t)\ dt, 
and so, by Holder’s inequality, 
lf’(W” < K, rs,’ I f”Wl’ dt + Jr,’ I NIP dtj 
where K, = 2r-1 . 9~. By a change of variable, we have, for g E C2([0, E]), that 
I g’(O)l” ~ ~ 15~ I;: Ig”(t>l” dt + ~-” 6 Ig(t)l” dt1. (16) 
Now suppose u E Cm&Q), and for each x E Q let P,,, be the subset of ,Z 
described in Lemma 1, so that h(P,,,) = A(n, S) > 0. If 0 < e < 77 and 
* E pz,, 3 we have, by (16), that 
I 0 9 grad +W’ 9 (K,lt) I([, p, u, x, 01, 
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where 
I(.$, p, u, x, a) = 5” jot / $ u(x + to) 1’ dt + t-” Jo* I u(x + tu)lp dt. 
Clearly, there exists a positive constant K = K(n,p, 6) such that, for each 
XEQ, 
.I / u * grad Al” da > K 1 grad u(~)lP. PZ.77 
Thus 
and 
$, I grad 44 p dx < $f jz da jn I(& p, U, x, U) dx. 
In order to estimate the inner integral on the right, we again regard u and 
its derivatives as extended to all of KY so as to vanish identically outside Q. 
For simplicity, we suppose u = e, and so, setting x’ = (xi ,..., x,-i), obtain 
F 45 P, u, x, 4 dx -i-2 
= s,.-* dx’ J-m_ d-G jot(5” I Dn2u(x’, x, + t)l” i t-” I u(x’, x, + t)l”} dt 
= t‘ j, {E” I Qz2WIp + 5-” I u(x)l”~ dx. 
In general, for u E Z, we have 
Inequality (15) now follows if we take pth roots and set 5 = 7’. Since Cm(Q) n 
lVQ(Q) is dense in W2J(Q), the proof is complete. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 3. We deal separately with the two cases mp < n and 
mp > n. If mp < n, then Wm*“(Q) -+ Lp*(li?), where p* = np/(n - mp). If 
P< q<p*, we have, by Holder’s inequality and this imbedding, 
11 u /,p :< 11 u :I$ j, u I,:-” C< K 11 u II:,,, iI u Iii-‘, (17) 
where 8 = (n/mp) - (n/mq). 
If either mp = n and p < q < a, or mp > n and p < q < co, we proceed 
as follows to obtain (17). Let u E P(Q), and let 7 be as in Lemma 1. For x E Q 
and 0 < [ < 7, we obtain, by Lemma 2, (regarding, as in Section 4, u and 
its derivatives as extended to vanish identically outside 52, and setting w,,(x) = 
/ N j-y, 
I +>I < Kl / Id W%zE * I D”u I (4 -T / ;,,, Lpm * / Dau I @I/. 
la;<?” 1 ia, 
(18) 
We estimate the L”-norm of each term on the right side of (18) by Young’s 
inequality for convolution; if l/s = 1 - (I/p) + (l/q), then 
11 lsE * / D% [ \I0 < (1 IB, IIs j/ D% Iis = K25R-(n/Y)+(n’g) ij D”u jll) 
and 
II Lpm * I Dau j l;Q < (/ 1 Bpm jls I/ Dau /ID = K3fm-(n’P)+(n’q) I/D&u /I9 . 
(Note that K3 is finite by virtue of the restrictions placed on q.) Hence we 
obtain from (18) 
I 
m-1 
11 u /lo < K, 1 ,$-(n/%9+(*/9) 1 u jjsl, + p-(*f?J)+(nlQ) / u /m,p , 
i=O 1 
But, by Theorem 2, 
and we have 
11 u IIn < K6{.$--(nlp)+(nl*) 11 u [Iv + c$m-(nl~‘+(nl~) (1 u II,,,}. (19) 
Inequality (19) may be asserted to hold for all f < 1 provided K, is suitably 
modified. Choosing .$ so that the two terms on the right side of (19) are equal 
we obtain (17). By a density argument, (17) holds for all u E Wm*p(Q). 1 
Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose that (m - 1)~ < n < mp, and q > 1. It is 
sufficient to show that the inequality 
I 441 G K II u II:., II u lli-e> 0 = $+P + (mP - n)q) (20) 
holds for all x E Q and all u E Cm(Q) r\ Wm~p(sZ). 
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First let us note that (20) is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 3 
and Holder’s inequality, if 1 < Q < p. Indeed, we do not need the assumption 
(m - l)p < n in this case, for, if n < mp, we have by Theorem 3, that 
and by Holder’s inequality 
whence (20) follows by substitution and cancellation. 
Now suppose that p > p, and, for the moment, that m = 1 and p > n. 
We have, from (18), that 
I 1 ~(a~)1 < Kl /6d11~c I 1 u / (~1 -2 C lae~i * 1 Dmu / (.X)j, 
1 jai=1 
for 0 < [ < 7. By Holder’s inequality, 
and,for~ci = 1, 
Hence 
I +)I < KdW* II u /Ia f P-(n’u) II u Ii,.& (21) 
Since 1~ u iiQ < K5 II u lll,D holds for some constant K5, and since (21) may be 
asserted to hold for all 5 with 0 < tl-(nlv)+(nl@ < K5 , provided K4 is suitably 
modified, we may choose 5 to make the two terms on the right side of (21) 
equal. This choice yields (20) with m = 1. 
For general m, we have Wm*p(52) + JP~(Q), where r = np/(n - mp + p) 
satisfies n < r < co, since (m - 1)~ < n < mp. Hence, if u E P(Q) n 
LP*P(Q), we have 
I WI G & II u llf.7. II u II;-” G K, II u II:., II u II:-‘, 
where 0 = nr/[nr + (r - n)q] = np/[np + (mp - n)q]. 1 
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